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website ...

Luxi – an activity-packed play village
Luxi is one of two play villages in the Explore universe, where the
playhouses are joined to create larger playhouse environments. The
play village makes it possible to divide the playhouses into zones, so
that lots of children can play together in different places around the
playhouses without disturbing each other. The play villages are very
practical at, for example, institutions, where the playhouses need to
accommodate large numbers of children.

The play village houses many different activities, providing
opportunities for concentration and role-playing while also supporting
children’s creative, social, motor and cognitive development. Luxi has,
among other things, a corner shop panel, where children can start to
learn about number and play shop, and two kitchens and stove play
panels, which encourage role-playing. In addition, several children can
play together at the splash table with sand and water, and in this way
stimulate their sense of touch, fine motor skills and creativity.

Play village with integrated crawl tubes
Luxi is the only play village that features integrated crawl tubes. The
tubes add a fun dimension, and make it possible to involve both
playhouses when playing. When a child crawls, it develops its motor
skills, while the cross-movements between its arms and legs helps to
strengthen the connection between the right and left hemispheres of
the brain. This is an important part of the developmental process,
which helps to prepare the child for learning to read, for example.

The crawl tubes are built from LEDON’s tube slide tubes, which are
approved worldwide according to strict safety and quality
requirements.

LEDON Explore is your guarantee of a
high-quality playgrounds

Designed in cooperation with children to ensure the highest
possible play value.

Developed using materials that require low maintenance and with
natural colours.

100% Danish-produced

Short delivery times

We prepare design proposals so you can see what your new
playground might look like.

The entire Explore series is approved by TÜV SÜD in accordance
with the latest standard EN 1176.

SpecificationsSpecifications

Order number
EX096G: In-ground mounting
Order number
EX096G: In-ground mounting

Product dimensions (LxWxH)
540 x 540 x 166 cm
Product dimensions (LxWxH)
540 x 540 x 166 cm

Area requirement incl. safety distances
(LxW)
849 x 849 cm

Area requirement incl. safety distances
(LxW)
849 x 849 cm

Maximum fall height
166 cm
Maximum fall height
166 cm

Age recommendation
From 1 year
Age recommendation
From 1 year

Approximate installation time
2 persons 8 hours
Approximate installation time
2 persons 8 hours

Why choose LEDON:Why choose LEDON:

Danish design and productionDanish design and production

Playground equipment developed in
cooperation with children
Playground equipment developed in
cooperation with children

Low maintenance playgroundsLow maintenance playgrounds

Made with sustainable materialsMade with sustainable materials

EN1176 certified by TÜVEN1176 certified by TÜV

Click here to see more about the product on our website: 
https://www.ledonplay.com/product/ex096/
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